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1. INTRODUCTION 
This note settles a question partly solved in [2], whose notation we 
adopt. Recall that we were concerned with positive integers Z, indexed by 
the Weyl group W and defined as ratios of certain Goldie ranks. In [2, 
Theorem 2.141 we computed z,z,-1 for g classical. Here we compute these 
numbers for g exceptional using recent results of Lusztig [3]. As before we 
still cannot determine unambiguously the z, themselves. ,Moreover for g 
exceptional there is a further ambiguity which was already discussed in 
[2,4.1]. Namely we can only give the set of values of z,z,-I as w runs over 
the intersection of a left and right cell of Wand not, as in the classical case, 
their individual values. However, we do show that z, always divides the 
order of a finite group A,, associated to the double cell 9% containing w. 
This is a canonically defined quotient of the component group of the 
stabilizer of a nilpotent element of g in the orbit associated to 9%?. 
We remark that Lusztig gives a conjecture for the structure constants 
(CX, Y,Z in our notation) of a certain ring denoted by J in [3]. The truth of 
this conjecture would have made it rather easy to compute the z,z,-1. So 
far Lusztig is only able to give the character tables associated to the simple 
modules of this ring (which is semisimple, Artinian). We show that with a 
little extra work one can in fact extract these integers from just these 
character tables (and an orthogonality relation used in their deter- 
mination). In Section 2 we list a set of easily established facts which were 
used to do this. In Section 3 we tabulate the resulting integers, summarize 
which facts were needed in each case, and give one example to illustrate 
our analysis. The results are consistent with Lusztig’s conjecture. 
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We remark in passing that the conjecture in [ 1,6.1] can fail if A,, is 
non-commutative and likewise [2,4.4] does not extend to this case. Yet 
there is an obvious alternative to [2,4.4] and one can probably check 
from our present analysis that this and [2,4.5] hold in general. 
2. SOME USEFUL FACTS 
Throughout we fix a Weyl group W, a double cell CPX? of W, and left 
cells %?, +Y of @Z. 
2.1. Let [S%] denote the Q vector space with basis a,: w  E S? 
(notation [2,2.6]) which we recall are self-dual elements of the Hecke 
algebra corresponding to the simple highest weight modules. (Here one has 
to take particular care to make correct identifications-see [ 1, A.1 ]+) 
Under the circle product [2,2.1] the above space has the structure of a 
semisimple, Artinian Q algebra. As in [2, 2.91 we specialize at t = - 1. This 
identifies in a particularly nice way the Hecke algebra with Q W. The circle 
is omitted. 
Recall (cf. [2,2.1]) that the subsace [%‘I (with basis a,: WEE) is a left 
[B?] module (equivalently a left W module). Moreover the subspace 
[S” n V-l] identifies under right multiplication with Horn& [%I, [V’] ). 
In particular [U n %- ‘1 is a semisimple, Artinian ring. 
For each simple [%? n SC’] module F and each z E [%? n G?-‘1, Lusztig 
[3] has computed tr(a,, F). Here we shall only be concerned with the 
case when A := A,, is of exceptional type, that is, isomorphic to a 
symmetric group S, : n = 3,4, 5. The left cells are parametrized by sub- 
groups of A and in the above case the required “character tables” are given 
in [3, Appendix]. 
Let F, F’ be simple [%‘nW1] modules. One has 
Fz F’ 
otherwise, (*I 
where /2, is a positive integer. Apart from a change of notation, this 
“orthogonality relation” is a result of Lusztig stated in [3,3.13]. Let eF 
denote the central projection in [%’ n %-‘I onto the submodule of type E; 
It is an immediate consequence of (*) and [2, 2.1(i)] that 
a, tr(a,, F). (**I 
There is a unique, up to isomorphism, simple [w n SC ‘1 module F. 
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such that tr(a,, F,,) > 0 for all z E g n %-I. Uniqueness is of course clear 
from (*). Existence is, for example, clear from Lusztig’s tables or as below. 
We remark that F, is associated with the Goldie rank (or special) represen- 
tation of [‘+?I via identification of [%‘n U-r] with End,[9?] and so 
dim, Fc, = 1. One may also observe that 1, = IAl. This latter fact may be 
viewed as a special case of our sum rule [2,2.13]. The remaining cases 
follow from (*) as the reader will easily see. Actually Lusztig originally 
needed this Goldie rank identification to derive part of his results described 
here; but he has now eliminated this unpleasant necessity. Here it is 
instructive to point out that the above existence assertion can be derived 
directly from Goldie rank considerations since it is an immediate con- 
sequence of the existence of the algebra homomorphism a, ++z, of 
[%?n %?-‘I into H (which derives from [2, 2.l(ii), 2.l(iv), and 2.3(ii)]) 
whose values being Goldie rank ratios are positive integers. Conversely we 
have the 
LEMMA. For each z E V n g-r one has Z, = tr(a,, FO). 
This follows from (M) and the positivity of the tr(a,, FO) exactly as in 
the proof of Green’s lemma [2,2.12]. (Replace xreg by eFO, xr by a, and 
x,(e) by tr(a,, FO).) We remark that it follows that IA//z, is an algebraic 
integer either by explicit verification using [3, Appendix] or as a con- 
sequence of [3, 1.3(f)]. 
2.2. We now turn to the “off-diagonal” case which is a little less 
easy. Define a matrix M with entries 
M,,, := Icw,w-~,,l> weWnW’, zEWn@-‘. 
By [2, 2.3(ii), A.73 we have 
Although Lusztig [3, 3.151 has conjectured values for the coefficients 
c x,y, r, at present not even M is known. Actually we get rather close to 
determining M completely. By [2,2.3(i)] this matrix is relevant to studying 
W(w~), UWA)). 
From say [2, 2.l(vi)] we have 
a,aw = C I~~,~,~-ll ay. 
YEW 
Hence by cyclic symmetry [2,2.1(i)] we obtain 
c M,,. = tr(a,, [%’ n SC’]). 
wew’nQ-’ 
(2) 
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Observe that the right-hand side of (2) can be computed from Lusztig’s 
character tables. Indeed let (E,};=, denote the set of isomorphism classes 
of simple W submodules of [B?]. Then for each left cell %J of 9% we may 
write 
[G$n%‘,-l] = & End, F,(J), 
r=l 
where dim, Fp) is just the number of times that E, occurs in [VI]. 
Moreover via the isomorphism [%’ n VW’] r Horn& [U]), [%‘I) defined 
by right multiplication we have 
as a [U n w-‘] - [%’ n U’ -‘I bimodule. We conclude that 
tr(a,, [V n ‘$-‘I) = i dim, Fi tr(a,, FL). 
i=l 
Here the right-hand side can be read off from Lusztig’s tables. 
2.3. Further information on M obtains from (**). Indeed suppose 
that for some Fi =: F we have dim F # 0, whilst dim F’ = 0. This means that 
I’+?’ n V’] viewed as a left [% n V-‘1 module does not admit F as a sim- 
ple submodule. Hence e,[%‘n %+‘I =O. Let q(a,) denote the image of 
a,: z eVn V-l in End,[V’nV-‘1. From (**) we obtain 
Applied to a, this gives 
for all WE CC n %-‘. Whether or not the hypothesis on F is satisfied and 
hence (4) can be read off from Lusztig’s tables. 
Recalling that the M, t are integers >O, we get from (l)-(4) a condition 
on z,z,-1. Note this is in effect in two conditions, since we can replace w  
by w-l which corresponds to interchanging %Z and GFI’. We refer to the 
resulting information as fomula (a). 
2.4. In [2, 2.131 we showed that 
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where 1, k, are integers >O and where z,z,-I = lk2,. We can assume 
without loss of generality that 2 is the greatest common divisor of the 
z,z,-1: WEwnV-‘. 
2.5. Let He denote the set of all a,: z E %Z n V-’ for which 
tr(a,, F,) = 1, equivalently such that z, = 1. Given WE%? n%-’ and 
a,EHw, it follows from [2, 2.l(iv), (v), (vi) and 2.3(ii)] that there exists a 
unique y E %?’ n V’ such that a,~,,, = aY. We conclude that Hw is a sub- 
group of [QZ n %-‘I. By say [ 1, 3.41 the identity of Hq is just a, where cr is 
the Duflo involution. Furthermore by [l, 3.41 and associativity the left 
action of [V n %-‘I on [V n Vs-‘] induces a group action of He on the 
set V’ n V-l. Obviously z, = zY if w, y belong to the same Hq orbit. 
It is clear from [2, 2.1(v), (vi) and 2.3(ii)] that 
(5) 
for all w  E g’ n %?-‘, r E % n %:-‘. Take a, E Hw. Then in particular 
the values of M,,, are 0 or 1. Moreover it is immediate that 
(wfz%?nW’ 1 M,,,=O} is a union of (a,) orbits. By our previous obser- 
vation this forces equality between the corresponding z,. A particularly 
simple situation occurs when the left-hand side of (5) vanishes and a, has 
even order. In this case the elements of V n q-’ can be paired with equal 
z, (and hence equal to k,) values. Combined with formula (b) this can be 
a significant restriction. We refer to it as formula (c). We remark that jHw\ 
can be read off from Lusztig’s tables and is nearly always a power of 2. In 
particular this must hold if Hs is commutative. The latter is true if 
[%? n %-‘I is commutative, equivalently if [Vj is multiplicity free as a W 
module. 
2.6. We can use the above reasoning in a second more 
sophisticated fashion. Take a, E Hw and XE %? n V-‘. Then there exists a 
unique y6VnW’ (not necessarily different from x) such that 
a,axa;l = ay. Clearly tr(a,, F) = tr(a,, I;) for each simple [+? n V’] 
module F. In certain cases this can force x =y and then we must have 
Mw,, = Mw:, if w, w’ lie in the same (a,) orbit. We refer to this as formula 
(d). Note that it also applies when He is commutative (for example, if 
IHJ <4) and XEH,. 
2.7. We can obviously do a little better in 2.6 if we know that a, is 
central. This must hold for a, E He if one has Itr(a,, F)l = dim, F for every 
simple submodule F of [%? n %-‘I because then a, acts by + 1 (or - 1) in 
F. We refer to this as formula (e). 
Inspection of Lusztig’s tables shows that there is at most one element 
o’~% n %-’ different from c (the Duflo involution) with the above 
property. It is interesting to point out that there is a natural candidate for 
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rr’. Let w. be the unique longest element of W and take w  E +?. By [l, 
A.3.31 there exists a unique element y E % such that under the dot product 
(and for our present specialization at t = - 1) we have wo. a, = a,. By 
[l, A.3.21 we also have wO. a,. w; 1 = awowwR~. Thus if w. is central in W 
(for g exceptional, this means outside E6) we have y E%? n %?-’ given 
w  E V n %?-I. When w  = D it follows from [ 1, 3.4, 4.61 that aY is central in 
[U n V-r] (and of course that z, = 1). Unfortunately we cannot say that 
y # tr in this case and in fact in types ET, E, we must have y = 0 for the one 
bad left cell not admitting a non-trivial centre. (This is (S,, {e > ) in 
Lusztig’s classifiation.) In type F4 there is not even a double cell with 
A = S3 and in type Gz this bad left cell is missing from the corresponding 
double cell. 
2.8. Take ze% nV1. It easily follows from say [2, 2.l(iii)] that 
tr(a,, F) = tr(a,-1, F). This can be useful to show that certain elements are 
involutions. For example, take the left cell ‘8 which is (S,, Dyh,) in 
Lusztig’s tables and by slight abuse of notation let a, denote the element 
whose traces are given by the ith column in the said table. Then a, is an 
involution by the above. Moreover there are exactly five elements (namely 
ai: i=5-‘9) of %‘n+?-’ satisfying zi=2, whereas lHel ==4 so there is at 
least one on which Hv acts trivially. Inspection of traces shows that left 
multiplication by a3 interchanges the pair (a,, Q) with (aa, as) and so the 
required element is as. By the symmetry relations [2, 2.1(i), (ii)] we 
conclude that 
a: = al+a,+a,+u,. 
We use this to show that M,,, = 2 implies that IV,,~= 1: i= 1,2, 3,4. 
A similar analysis applies to (S,, Dyh,). We call the latter formula (f). 
2.9. Suppose that z, < 2 for all z E %?. Choose w  E %?’ n 55- ’ such 
that z, takes its minimum value. By [2, 2.3(ii)] it follows that azaw cm 
have at most two terms. If there are two terms say a,, aVV (not necessarily 
distinct) we must have z,= z,= z,. If here is just one term say a, then 
z, = 22,. By pseudocyclicity [2,3.3] we conclude that z, = z, or 22, for all 
x E w’ n %-‘. We call this formula (g). 
2.10. Suppose that dim, F= 1 for every simple submodule of 
[WnWml] occurring in [Wn%‘-l], Then the image of [%7 n%-‘] in 
End[V n %?‘- ‘1 is commutative and the image is determined as a based 
ring (in Lusztig’s terminology) by the traces of those representations of 
[%’ n V- ‘1 occurring in [$’ n U-l]. This extends slightly the method of 
WI. 
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2.11. Though we don’t use it we may remark from [2,2l(ii)] that 
Mw,. = Mw,.-1 
for all w  E%?’ n %-‘, r E 9? n 59-l. Here we remark that the number of 
involutions in a left cell satisfies [l, 4.41 the rule for a finite group whose 
irreducible representations are defined over R. Namely 
where F runs over the simple [G$ n F’] modules and Z denotes the set of 
involutions of W. 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
3.1. In Table t, t = I, II, III, we tabulate the values of 1, k, (com- 
puted in the manner explained above) for A of type S2 + I. The rows and 
columns of the tables are indexed by the subgroups of ST+* listed in the 
Lusztig tables [3, Appendix] and hence correspond to left cells in the 
double cell 98 with A,, E S,, I. The entries give the values of the k, 
(with multiplicities as superscripts) as w  runs over %” n g-r (or % n %‘-‘) 
with the value of 1 given in brackets. Then z,z,-I is given by lk2, and the 
allowed values of the z, take the form rk,, where r is a divisor of I and 
independent of w. (It can depend on the choice of left cell, of which there 
may be several, defined by the given subgroup.) 
3.2. As the tables are symmetric we give only their entries (i,j) for 
i <j. The diagonal entries are given by 2.1 and [3, Appendix]. We remark 
that in Lusztig’s notation (S,, S,) is always a Lusztig cell in the sense of 
[Z, 2.5-J. Thus the entries of the top row obtain from the results in [2]. 
Indeed when the subgroup B is also of type S,, then lk, are degrees of 
characters induced from irreducible characters of B (see [2, A.61 whilst 
I= IA/BI. By [2, Tables III-VIII] this holds quite generally for the entries 
in the top row even though the induced characters are not linearly indepen- 
TABLE I 
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TABLE II 
‘94 12, 2, 32 14, WI 12,2(4) 14(fd 12(12) 
DY& 14,2> 1712) 14,22(2) 12,x4) 
s3 12, 2, 32 176) 14,2(3) 
s2 x s2 18, 4 14,272) 
s2 14, 25 s2 I 
dent and do not themselves form a basis for a convex representation of the 
character ring (see [2, Sect. 31). Of course in these cases we have deter- 
mined the coefficients c,, y,z completely. 
3.3. Take A z S,. In Lusztig’s notation (S,, S,) is also a Lusztig 
cell and so Table I is completely determined as in 3.2. 
3.4. Take A E Sq. In Lusztig’s notation (S,, S,) is also a Lusztig 
cell and so as in 3.3 we have only to determine the entries (2,4) and (4,5), 
for which the calculation is exactly the same, and the entry (2, 5). For the 
former we use formulae (a)-(d). For the latter we use formulae (a), (e), and 
(f), though here we can also use 2.10. 
3.5. Take A z Ss. In Table IV we list the method used in each case. 
Here the columns and rows are indexed as in Table III and the entries give 
the formulae used. With this information the reader can easily verify our 
assertions. 
3.6. Combined with [2, 2.141 we now have the following result 
(notation [2, 2.3, 2.51). 
THEOREM. Let 98 be a double cell of W. Then for each w E 9% the 
Goldie rank ratio z, divides IA,,\. 
TABLE III 
12,42, 52, 6 12,2, 375) 14, 2710) 14, 2(15) 12,2(20) 14(30) 1760) 
12, 2, 32, 4*, 8 2*, 34, 4(2) 14, 2,4’(3) l*, 2’, 374) 14, 24(6) 16,2(12) 
14, 22, 34, 6= 14, 2‘76) l*, 2, 36(2) 1’. 2-‘, 4(3) 18, 276) 
14, 2’, 4’, 8 16, 2(12) 14, 26, 4*(2) i6. 26(4) 
14, 2*, 3’, 6 1’2,276) 1’2 , 27(J) 
18,28.45 1’2 , 292) 
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TABLE IV 
s3 x s2 Ws s3 s3xs2 s2 
S4 




a, b, c, d a, b, c a, b, c a, b, g 
a, b, c a, b, c, d a, b, c, e a, b, g  
a, b, c, d a, b, c, f a, b, c, f, g 
a, b, c a, b, g  
a, b, c, g  
Remark. Take 1 E h* dominant, regular, and integral. Fix a double cell 
9%? and WE%?. The theorem suggests that we might be able to find an 
overring H, of L(L(wA), L(w;l)) which is also a Harish-Chandra module 
and satisfies rk H, = lABVl rk( U(g)/Ann L(w(A)) as a ring. 
EXAMPLE. We illustrate our method by the calculation of the (4,6) 
entry in Table III. This is one of the more intransigent cases. The notation 
follows the above and that in Lusztig [3, Appendix]. We have 
g = (S,, Dyh,) and V’ = (S,, S2 x S,). Labelling the elements of % n W-l 
as in 2.8 we conclude from (2), (3) of Section 2 that 
i 
c Mw ;;,= 
I 
(12~4~2, 10, 10,2,2,4,4,2, 6,2). h) 
WGQ’nQ-1 
In particular we conclude that (V’ n g-i1 = 12. 
From (4) and the absence of (g;, e’) and (g4, 1) from [V’n%‘-‘1 we 





From (B) and (1) we conclude that I is divisible by 2. From (2), (3) 
interchanging %‘?, %?’ we obtain 
{ 1 Mw,i]*’ =( 12,4,4,4,4,4,0,0,4,4,2,2,0,0,0,0,4,2,2,4,4) 
wewnw- i=l 
(s2) 
and then by (4) we obtain writing ci= {M,,i),.g,q.-~ that 
c,+c,-cc,-ccq-ccg-ccg=o, 
c,+c,+c,+c4-c5-ccg-ccg-c~~ 
-Cl1 - Cl2 + Cl8 + Cl9 - c*() - c*1 = 0. 
(7) 
(6) 
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Since c7 = c8 = 0, we conclude from formula (c) that up to ordering we 
have zZi- I = zZi: i= 1, 2, . . . . 6. Thus if I= 2 we conclude from (b) that 30 is 
the sum of six non-zero squares and so on for 1= 4, etc. In the notation of 
Table III this gives the following possible solutions: 
(A) 14, 26, 4* (2), 
@) Ii09 5* (2), 
(Cl 16, 36 (2), 
(D) 16, 26 (4). 
Since a, acts like the identity we have M,,, = 1, for all i. From (5) and 
(si) we can assume M3,r=0, i< 10, and M3,i1=M3,i2= 1. By (5) and (/I) 
we see that M,,i is completely determined by (si) for i$4. Using (si) for 
i = 5 and (5) we can then immediately exclude solution (B) and moreover 
solution (C) is excluded since by formula (f) we must have that ML,5 6 1 for 
iB 10. 
To exclude solution (D) we show that z,z,-I cannot equal 4 for six 
different values of W. For such a w  which we can assume lies in V n W- 1 
we must have by (1) that 
and 
Mw,9 + Mw, 10 + Mw. 11+ Mw, 12 G 1 
M w,18 = Mw, 19 = ~w.20 = Ml%21 = 0. 
Yet by (y), (6) the above sum is even and hence zero. Then the assertion 
results taking i= 2 in (sZ) and (y) which allow at most four occurrences of 
z,z,-1= 4. 
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